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Abstract:

During times of great change, cultures and individuals often create something to mark the process of
transformation and the eventual integration of the old into the new.
There are many examples of this religious and cultural clash resulting in material culture which reflects
this transition. The resultant edifices often become pilgrimage sites of deep significance to people from
multiple faiths.
Individuals aren’t exempt from culture clash and, for some, this results in chaos and confusion as a side
effect of competing belief systems. When deep turmoil happens in an individual, this sometimes
manifests as visions, voices, and/or connection with divine powers. Individuals often make art as a way
of communicating their ineffable experiences.
When viewed from a biomedical perspective, this turmoil may be misdiagnosed as psychosis. When
viewed from a cross-cultural, archetypal perspective, the ‘symptoms’ may be considered conversion
experiences, spiritual transformations - transitory experiences which can be moved through.
We will look at this dual phenomenon of cultural and individual transformation using the examples of
Norway’s Stave Churches and the iconography of Ireland’s St. Brigid.

Introduction:
This presentation is designed to highlight the deep, universal connections between Creation and
creativity, pilgrimage, transformation and self-knowledge which is often the result of pilgrimage and the
relevance of the arts, particularly the combination of visual art and storytelling, to these processes.
Artists have been associated with spirituality since time immemorial. This has changed in recent times
due to the rise of individualism, materialism and the secularisation of society. This connection between
the arts and spirituality is present in all cultures, being particularly evident in times of cultural
transformation, a change from one belief system to another.
Artists bring forth and make visible from within, symbols which are universal, multi-layered, multifaceted. The various depths of these symbols are evident dependant upon the individual’s level of
knowledge and of their stage of initiation. Material culture such as churches, shrines are the result of
such connections with the divine. Often, they also incorporate symbols of emerging from the old ways to
the new.
The pagan origins of Christianity are a perfect example of this transition from an old belief system to a
new one. There is often great turmoil over a long period of time during which the old gives birth to or is

replaced by the new. The adaptation of the pagan goddess, Brigid, into Christianity as St. Brigid and the
construction of Stave Churches containing Viking symbols are material culture representations of this
transition from the old to the new.
This act of creation also happens on an individual level when a person experiences culture clash and/or
is overwhelmed by mystical experiences. Often, the result is artwork which assists the individual to
transition from an old way of being into a new one. The artwork usually draws from the Collective
Unconscious, first identified by psychologist and psychiatrist, Carl Jung. This is quite often an
unconscious act on the part of the individual, and the symbolism and deeper meaning is initially
unrecognised.
The process of creativity inherently involves process, movement, exploration, mindfulness, recognition
of internal states. These attributes are also present in pilgrimage. The split between the inalienable
connection between the mind and body, humanity and the earth, is what has gone wrong and continues
to go wrong in the world today.
We live in times of extreme and very visible change. Disaffection with the political system, the
recognition of both powerlessness and the abuse of power, climate change, war, the refugee crisis,
poverty are strong components of our world today. Some people, particularly the most vulnerable,
shatter as a result of these forces.

Literature Review:
Because of the invisible, intangible nature of both the spiritual realm and of psychological processes,
architecture, art and art-making are particularly effective in making these areas able to be viewed and
therefore better understood. Despite the obvious connections, we were unable to find anything in the
literature that directly combines all the components of spirituality, the arts, pilgrimage as transformation,
Campbell’s arcehtype of The Hero’s Journey and spiritual emergency.
Our use of examples of material culture, Brigid/St. Brigid and Stave Churches was designed to build
upon research which deals with the above areas of study separately and to combine them into a whole.
The incorporation of snake symbols in Norway’s Stave Churches is a particularly powerful example
both of pagan beliefs being retained despite conversion to Christianity and of the change in meaning of
the symbol itself. The pagan goddess, Brigid’s, transformation into Saint Brigid exemplifies syncretism
between prechristian/Christian symbols.

Most current teaching and research in psychiatry either negates the spiritual component of mental
distress or views it as symptomatic of ‘disease’, evidence of a disordered brain. Our research comes
from the perspective of lived experience, of storytelling as both a symbol of change, and an innate ,
cross-cultural, human structure - i.e. Campbell’s Hero’s Journey archetype.
Articles in Basu et al come from a western clinical perspective which favours diagnosis. They refer to
potentially transformative experiences which could well be seen as spiritual emergencies if viewed
through an informed, alternative lens, as mental ‘illness’. Those of us with lived experience in this area
reject the validity of this lens as the dominant one.

Methodology:
Both the subject of the paper and the backgrounds of the authors necessitated a qualitative
methodological approach, deliberately eschewing quantitative methods as incompatible with our
approach to the subject matter. This latter decision is due to three reasons:
1. Observations by both authors and their observations that quantitative methods in this area have been
influenced by vested interests, rendering the resultant research questionable.
2. As both religious tourism/pilgrimage and extreme states of consciousness are experiential, highly
individual, subjective, body-based ‘experiences’, we decided that qualitative methods would yield a
more nuanced appreciation of the area in question.
3. The authors are highlighting the ‘process rather than product’ and the storytelling, narrative nature of
the arts, of journey/pilgrimage and of extreme states of consciousness - all of which are to do with
movement, exploration rather than fixed state and assumptions. Quantitative methods in this particular
area tend to result in fixed states and objectivity whereas fluidity and subjectivity are what is required.
Smith’s distinction between quantitative and qualitative research is relevant here. ‘Quantitative research
perceives truth as something which describes an objective reality, separate from the observer and
waiting to be discovered. Qualitative research ... is concerned with an evolving reality created through
people’s experiences.’ [Smith, 2017] This distinction is particularly relevant to our paper. To illustrate: It
may be relevant and useful to count the number of pilgrims on the Camino de Santiago, divide them into
gender, country of origin etc. But we believe that to compile a list of ‘symptoms’ that are typical of
extreme states of consciousness, use that as a basis for diagnosis [often misdiagnosis], which then

becomes a label, requires medication and ultimately changes the person’s sense of self is both dangerous
and unnecessary.
Thus, our research methods included participant observation, historical research, unstructured interviews
and personal communication with people aware of the connections between religious and spiritual
tourism, the arts, Campbell’s archetype of the journey and extreme states of consciousness. Cross
cultural comparisons were essential due to the universal nature of the subject matter plus the two
examples which the authors have chosen to illustrate their points.

Results:
Our research clearly shows the value of recognising the connections between the arts, pilgrimage, and
Campbell’s Hero’s Journey archetype. The use of a cross-cultural, non-ethnocentric approach to the
phenomenon of spiritual emergencies plus the application of myth, narrative and storytelling techniques
enable a sense of movement, process and change to enter the awareness of the individual and to produce
different consequences.

Conclusion and Discussion:
Our use of the material culture of Ireland’s Brigid/St. Brigid and Norway’s Stave Churches shows the
transition from an old belief system to a new one, with the resultant edifices still retaining the esoteric,
hidden symbolism of the old ways. This historical, cultural phenomenon reflects the creation of artworks
by individuals undergoing transformations known as spiritual emergences/emergencies. Both are
examples of deep processes of converting an intangible, invisible, spiritual phenomena or experience
into physical form, of making the unconscious, conscious.
Being aware of these connections between cultural and individual transformation brings a greater
understanding of both. This deeper understanding is essential for the recognition of natural but
tumultuous processes which are, because of the current rapid rate of change, becoming more common in
our world today.
The elevation of science over religion/spirituality has removed significant coping mechanisms of whole
societies. There are grave consequences from this imbalance - individually, culturally and historically. A
presentation on Fatima as a pilgrimage site at the 2018 IRTP conference gave me a confronting and very
clear example of viewing the phenomenon of spiritual emergency from only a biomedical perspective. A

century of pilgrimage, prayer, belief, architecture as sacred site, would have been wiped from history if
the visions of the Fatima children had been interpreted as delusions and hallucinations. A transformative
experience, if viewed through the lens of scientific certainty, materialism, biomedicine, could have been
misdiagnosed as indicative of severe mental illness requiring medications for life.
Viewing the past through the lens of Creation and creativity at the crossroads enables us to see methods
of integration and survival. It enables us to view life as sacred, as incorporating multiple realities, both
the invisible and the visible, and different interpretations of these realities over time and through space.
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Appendix.
Definitions:
Extreme states of consciousness - aka spiritual crisis, spiritual emergency, conversion experience,
spiritual awakening, anomalous experiences outside the realm of consensual reality.
Syncretism is the combining of different beliefs, while blending practices of various schools of thought.
Syncretism involves the merging or assimilation of several originally discrete traditions, especially in
the theology and mythology of religion, thus asserting an underlying unity and allowing for an inclusive
approach to other faiths. Syncretism also occurs commonly in expressions of arts and culture (known as
eclecticism) as well as politics (syncretic politics). Origin: early 17th century: from modern Latin
syncretismus, from Greek sunkrētismos, from sunkrētizein ‘unite against a third party’, from sun‘together’ + krēs ‘Cretan’ (originally with reference to ancient Cretan communities).

